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all participants suggested that experimental sandboxes be evaluated to better understand the
effectiveness of the approach in the public sector. krzysko recommended that all sandboxes be used
to improve government's data-driven decisionmaking process, but the success of the experiment will

ultimately depend on the level of engagement from government employees. two children are
featured in the official video. the mother gives her children directions on how to use the app, which
is accompanied by an orchestral soundtrack. the user-directed approach — and the app's interface

— creates a valuable learning environment for children. if children accidentally fiddle with a system,
a live operator will simply step in and take over. participants agreed that sandboxes can work, but

many have challenges — both technical and social — when scaling them across organizations. even
sandbox models that restrict access to a defined set of data and/or teams present challenges with

network and infrastructure operations. most agreed that the hurdles surrounding sandboxes are still
too high to consider a generalized rollout, but they should be addressed if the idea is to spread

beyond current users. for example, sandbox1 could initially be reserved for scientific data. individual
tracks for the data could then be introduced using the same process. you're trying to come up with

that cool thingthat somebody is trying to do in this room. which is amazing.well i'm trying to do
something that is amazing too. so i'm trying to get themto use big data science things. and that's fun

and exciting.
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before the school year began, school counselors contacted the principal with concerns that students
were not making the progress on their ieps that they had made during the spring school term.

counselors reported that a significant percentage of students were failing to make the gains that
they had made over the spring term. the counseling staff also reported that students were less

engaged in the classes that they were assigned to, often referring to them as "boring." also during
the summer months there has been an increase in the number of students who miss class and are
not attending class because they are afraid of getting hurt or of contracting coronavirus. there has

also been an increase in the number of students who are not participating in campus activities
because they feel unsafe. these students are participating in social media club activities as an

alternative to attending class. their participation does not fulfill the purpose of their enrollments. in
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addition to these factors, there have been a series of incidents that demonstrate the potential for
harm and upset in some of our classes. since the beginning of the new academic year, college

officials have been working to address these concerns. working with gampel and staff, as well as
gampel's safety team, a team of student helpers was implemented in all schools. ad hoc committees
were established to address issues. "face to face learning" was adopted as an educational model. all
aspects of the schools' work, including programs, curricula and instruction, were redesigned to utilize

this model, and students were engaged in a more meaningful way. 5ec8ef588b
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